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We give a new and elementary proof that the equation x3&1=31y2 has only the
integral solutions (x, y)=(1, 0), (5, 2), (5, &2).  2000 Academic Press
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Let Z, N be the sets of integers and positive integers respectively. In 1983,
in connection with a study of imaginary quadratic fields with class number 2,
J. A. Antoniadis [1] presented the following conjecture: the Diophantine
equation
x3&1=31y2, x, y # Z, y{0 (1)
has only the solutions (x, y)=(5, 2), (5, &2). In 1988, this conjecture was
proved by de Weger [2], using a lower bound for linear forms in logarithms
of algebraic numbers and numerical Diophantine approximation techniques.
In this paper, we give a new and elementary proof of Antoniadis’ conjecture.
We have
Theorem. Equation (1) has only the solutions (x, y)=(5, 2), (5, &2).
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to consider all solutions (x, y) # N2 of Eq. (1)
except (x, y)=(5, &2). So, from (1), we have
(x&1)(x2+x+1)=31y2, x, y # N. (2)
Since gcd(x&1, x2+x+1)=1 or 3, x2+x+1 is not a square, we get from
(2) that
x&1= y21 , x
2+x+1=31y22 , y= y1 y2 , (3)
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or
x&1=3y21 , x
2+x+1=93y22 , y=3y1 y2 , (4)
or
x&1=93y21 , x
2+x+1=3y22 , y=3y1 y2 , (5)
where y1 , y2 # N and gcd( y1 , y2)=1.
First, we prove that Eq. (4) is impossible. Otherwise, (4) gives
(6y21+3)
2&93(2y2)2=&3. (6)
It is well known that the equation u2&93v2=&3 has exactly a solution
class (see [3, pp. 162164]), and 135+14 - 93 is the fundamental solution
of the solution class. Then (6) gives
6y21+3+2y2 - 93=(135+14 - 93)(12151+1260 - 93)n, n0, (7)
where 12151+1260 - 93 is the fundamental solution of Pell’s equation
U2&93V2=1. By modulo 5, (7) gives y21+3#0 (mod 5), which is impossible
since Legendre’s symbol ( &35 )=&1.
Next, we point out that Eq. (5) is impossible. In [3, pp. 211213], using
an elementary method, we proved that the system of the equations
x&1=3py2, x2+x+1=3z2, p is a prime, x, y, z # N (8)
has only the solution p=7, x=22, y=1, z=13. In fact, from (8) we have
(2z)2&1=3(2py2+1)2,
and so
2z&1=3a2, 2z+1=b2, 2py2+1=ab, (9)
or
2z&1=a2, 2z+1=3b2, 2py2+1=ab, (10)
where a, b # N and gcd(a, b)=1. From (9), we see that b2&3a2=2, which
is impossible by mod 3. For (10), notice that a2&3b2=&2. We have
4py2=2ab&2=2ab+a2&3b2=(a&b)(a+3b). (11)
If 2 |3 y, then gcd(a&b, a+3b)=2. We get from (11) that
a&b=2c2, a+3b=2pd 2, y=cd, (12)
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or
a&b=2pc2, a+3b=2d 2, y=cd, (13)
where c, d # N and gcd(c, d )=1. From (12) and a2&3b2=&2, we have
( 12 ( pd
2&3c2))2&3c4=1, c, d # N. (14)
Ljunggren [4] proved that the equation U2&3V4=1, U, V # N has
only the solutions (U, V)=(2, 1), (7, 2). Hence, we get from (14) that
( 12 ( pd
2&3c2), c)=(\2, 1), (\7, 2), and so (8) has a solution p=7,
x=22, y=1, z=13. Similarly for (13), we will have
d 4&3( 12 ( pc
2+d 2))2=1, c, d # N. (15)
From another result of Ljunggren [5] on the equation U4&3V2=1, we
can see that (15) is impossible.
If 2 | y, then from (11) we know that gcd(a&b, a+3b)=4. By a similar
method, we can prove that (11) is impossible.
In a word, we proved that (8) has only the solution p=7, x=22, y=1,
z=13.
In the final part, we consider Eq. (3). From (3), we get that
(2y21+3)
2&31(2y2)2=&3. (16)
Since the equation u2&31v2=&3 has exactly two solution class, and the
fundamental solution is 11+2 - 31 and 11&2 - 31 respectively. Hence,
(16) gives
(2y21+3)+2y2 - 31=(2 - 31\11) =n, n0, (17)
where ==1520+273 - 31 is the fundamental solution of Pell’s equation
U2&31V 2=1. Let
un=(=n&= n)(=&= ), vn=(=n+= n)2, = =1520&273 - 31.
Then from (17) we have that
2y21+3=16926un\11vn , n0. (18)
Now, we prove that (18) has only the solution n=0 by studying some
properties of the sequences un , vn . It is easily obtained that
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un+2=3040un+1&un , u0=0, u1=1, (19)
vn+2=3040vn+1&vn , v0=1, v1=1520, (20)
um+n=umvn+unvm , (21)
vm+n=31 } 2732umun+vmvn , (22)
v2n&31 } 273
2u2n=1, (23)
un+2mt #un(mod um), vn+2mt #vn(mod um), (24)
un+2mt #(&1)t un(mod vm), vn+2mt #(&1)t vn(mod vm), (25)
u&n=&un , v&n=vn . (26)
(e.g. see [3] pp. 5668 or [6]). Let
wn=2(16926un+11vn&3), zn=2(16926un&11vn&3).
We easily see from (19) and (20) that zn #2 (mod 4) if 2 |3 n, and zn #2
(mod 3) if 2 | n. So zn is not a square. Hence, (18) gives
(2y1)2=wn=2(16926un+11vn&3). (27)
From Eqs. (19) and (20), on taking the residues of wn modulo 4 and
modulo 5, we have that
wn #0 (mod 4)  n#0 (mod 2),
wn #2 (mod 4)  n#1 (mod 2).
wn #1 (mod 5)  n#0, 1 (mod 4),
wn #2 (mod 5)  n#2, 3 (mod 4).
Thus, (27) implies 4 | n. By a similar method, we have three periodic
sequences of order 10 given by
n (mod 10) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
wn (mod 11) 5 &1 3 3 &1 5 0 &4 &4 0
wn (mod 29) 16 6 &1 &14 0 1 11 &11 2 &12
wn (mod 41) 16 5 &3 1 &8 16 5 &3 1 &8
and so (27) implies 5 | n. Also, if n#\2 (mod 6), then by (24) and (26) we
have from (27) that
(2y1)2#2(\16926u2+11v2&3) (mod u3). (28)
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where ( VV) denote LegendreJacobi symobl. So (28) is impossible. Hence,
n=60t, t=0 or t # N. Thus, from (27), we have
(2y1)2=4 } 31 } 273u60t+22v60t&6





(by (21), (22) and (23))





30t+62 } 273u30tv30t+7 } 31 } 273
2u230t . (29)
We prove that if 2 |3 t, then (29) is impossible. Otherwise, (29) gives
y21=(2v30t+3 } 273u30t)(2v30t+28 } 273u30t)+7 } 19 } 273
2u230t . (30)
Since we easily see that
n(mod 4) 0 1 2 3
un (mod 25 } 5 } 19) 0 1 0 &1
vn (mod 26) 1 &16 &1 &16
vn (mod 5 } 19) 1 0 &1 0
and
vn #1 (mod 72 } 31) for any n # N.
Hence, if 2 |3 t, then we get from (30) that
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60k+62 } 273u60k v60k+7 } 31 } 273
2u260k . (31)
Now, we prove that (31) implies k=0 and so n=0. Otherwise, we assume
that
60k=2(* } 3r+1) m*+2(* } 3r) a* ,
where r # N, m*=0 or m* # N, a* # [&1, 1], * # [1, 2, 5, 10] and a1=




2* } 3 r+a* } 62 } 273u2* } 3 r v2* } 3 r+7 } 31 } 273
2u22* } 3 r (mod v* } 3 r+1).
(32)









Hence, for (32) taking modulo v2* } 3 r+93 } 273
2u2* } 3
r(=v* } 3 r+1 v* } 3 r), we
have
y21#4 } (31 } 2732u2* } 3 r+v2* } 3 r)2
+a* } 62 } 273 } 2u* } 3 r v* } 3 r(31 } 2732u2* } 3 r+v
2
* } 3 r)
+7 } 31 } 2732 } 4u2* } 3 r v
2
* } 3 r (mod v
2
* } 3 r+93 } 273
2u2* } 3 r)





v2* } 3 r+93 } 273
2u2* } 3 r+=\
&622 } 2733u3* } 3 r (17 } 273u* } 3 r+a* } 2v* } 3 r)
v2* } 3 r+93 } 273
2u2* } 3 r +
=\17 } 273u* } 3 r+a* } 2v* } 3 rv2* } 3 r+93 } 2732u2* } 3 r + . (33)
Notice that
17 } 91un<2vn<17 } 273un , for any n # N.
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If 2 |3 *, then from (33) we have
1=\ v
2
* } 3 r+93 } 273
2u2* } 3 r
17 } 273u* } 3 r+a* } 2v* } 3 r+=\
172v2* } 3 r+93(17 } 273u* } 3 r)
2
17 } 273u* } 3 r+2a*v* } 3 r +
=\ (17
2+4 } 93) v2* } 3 r
17 } 273u* } 3 r+2a* v* } 3 r +=\
17 } 273u* } 3 r+2a* v* } 3 r
661 +
=\14u* } 3 r+2a*v* } 3 r661 +=&\
7u* } 3 r+a*v* } 3 r
661 + .
If 2 | *, then (33) gives
1=\ v
2
* } 3 r+93 } 273
2u2* } 3 r
2&1(17 } 273u* } 3 r+2a*v* } 3 r)+=\
661
2&1(17 } 273u* } 3 r+2a*v* } 3 r)+
=&\17 } 273u* } 3 r+2a*v* } 3 r661 +=\
7u* } 3 r+a*v* } 3 r
661 + .
Hence,
\7u* } 3 r+a*v* } 3 r661 +=(&1)*. (34)
By a similar method, for ( 31 ) taking modulo v 2* } 3 r + 93 } 91
2u2* } 3 r
(=u* } 3 r+1 (3u* } 3 r)), we have
\218u* } 3 r+a*v* } 3 r661 +=(&1)*. (35)
On the other hand, by computing we have two periodic sequences of order
20 given by the following the table.
r (mod 20) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
v3 r (mod 661) &179 &153 4 244 &123 &239 234 279 &223 128
u3 r (mod 661) 158 19 314 &48 &191 &119 97 30 299 127
r (mod 20) 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
v3 r (mod 661) 134 &146 &154 167 &273 115 &28 189 15 235
u3 r (mod 661) 294 317 81 &222 &184 &75 &103 324 296 382
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If a1=1, then a2=a5=&1, a10=1, and from the table we easily obtain
that
\7u3 r+v3 r661 +=1 if r#2, 3, 5, 8, 15, 18, 19, 20 (mod 20),
\218u3 r+v3 r661 +=1 if r#1, 6, 11 (mod 20),
\7u2 } 3 r&v2 } 3 r661 +=&1 if r#4, 9, 14 (mod 20),
\7u5 } 3 r&v5 } 3 r661 +=1 if r#7, 12, 13, 16, 17 (mod 20),
\218u5 } 3 r&v5 } 3 r661 +=1 if r#10 (mod 20).
These contradicts to (34) or (35).
If a1=&1, then a2=a5=1, a10=&1, and we easily obtain that
\7u3 r&v3 r661 +=1 if r#2, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 19, 20 (mod 20),
\218u3 r&v3 r661 +=1 if r#3, 7, 8, 15, 16, 17 (mod 20),
\7u2 } 3 r+v2 } 3 r661 +=&1 if r#6, 18 (mod 20),
\218u5 } 3 r+v5 } 3 r661 +=1 if r#1 (mod 20),
\7u10 } 3 r&v10 } 3 r661 +=&1 if r#9 (mod 20).
These also contradicts to (34) or (35). Theorem is proved.
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